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(57) Abstract:

PURPOSE: To enable water jet peening construction

work using cavitation even on a structure in the

atmosphere by arranging a jet cover to cover and
surround a high speed water jet on the tip of a blowout
hole of a nozzle body as a cavitation jet nozzle.

CONSTITUTION: A conical jet cover 107 whose diameter
is made sufficiently larger than an inside diameter of a

blowout hole 106 is arranged on the tip of a nozzle body
101. An inside diameter D(c) in this jet cover 107* is

set not less than at least ten times a radius D(i) of

the blowout hole 106
t
, and cavitation generated in a jet

is prevented from colliding with an inner wall of the

jet cover 107
;
Lowj^r^ssure^ambient water 110 introduced

by a system separate from high pressure water 1 02 is

supplied in this jet cover 107. When the high pressure

water 102 is injected into this amb ient_w.ateL_.lJtO from

the blowout hole 106, a w_tter jet causing violent

cavitation is produced in the jet cover 1 07.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] this invention relates to the structure and the water jet peening method of a
cavitation nozzle in the case of making WJP into application ****** at the structure especially in the

atmosphere with respect to the water jet peening (WJP) technology of improving the residual stress of
steel materials, using a high-speed cavitation jet.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] the air conditioner using shot blasting which sprays a shot with the small

surface stress of the established structure which has the existing potential heat affected zone which starts

stress corrosion cracking (SCC) under the influence of an air current, sandblasting using sand granules,

and a ice grain - Io peening (residual-stress improvement) processing by the blast etc. is performed,

and stress is improved in the compression direction from **** (direction to which a crack is made to •

expand)

[0003] Such peening technology is widely used as a cure against residual stress at the time of the various

machine structures or part processing.

[0004] Use of the water jet using the nozzle of structure as shown in drawing 14 is known as unique
processing, mining, or washing technology.

[0005] here - this drawing - setting - 801 - a nozzle body and 802 - high-pressure water and 803 - a

medial axis and 804 — a high-pressure water feeder current way and 805 ~ the path contraction section

(extracting section) and 806 - jet ~ it is a hole

[0006] The attempt which uses this for a surface stress improvement is proposed in JP,62-63614,A. The
peening by the water jet has the water-cooled effect, it can prevent a local temperature rise, is got

blocked, and also has the merit of not giving a thermal damage to a metal texture.

[0007] However, this jet is a narrow beam-like and is not fit for the peening of the weld zone of the

large-sized structure of a latus area portion. Moreover, in order that a high pressure may act on a narrow
portion intensively, a possibility of receiving an injury is shown in a front face at the collision section of
a beam-like jet

[0008] On the other hand, since intense cavitation occurs in an underwater high-speed water jet, the

shocking pressure generated at the time of decay of this cavitation foam can be used effectively for a

peening.

[0009] Drawing 15 is the property view showing the relation between the jet shaft-orientations distance

in the case of a gaseous-phase Nakamizu jet and an underwater water jet, and jet shaft top dynamic
pressure, the curve in drawing (a) is a gaseous-phase Nakamizu jet, and a curve (b) is a characteristic

curve in the case of an underwater water jet.

[0010] As shown in this drawing, when assuming that cavitation does not occur [ be / under / gaseous-
phase / comparing / it ], attenuation ofjet shaft dynamic pressure is quick underwater. This is because
diffusion is quick and a jet spreads with underwater water, although it is in phase therefore.

[001 1] However, a high pressure comes to occur also in a thick underwater water jet by cavitation.
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When it is going to apply the peening by the underwater water jet accompanied by such cavitation to the

structure in the atmosphere, a device is needed for the nozzle which injects water.

[0012]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Many merits are in peening processing of the underwater

structure using the intense cavitation phenomenon generated in an underwater high-speed water jet, i.e.,

WJP processing.

[0013] Since it is aimed only at the underwater structure on the other hand, a use is restricted. If it is the

member which is not so large, although it is possible to put in into a tank and to construct WJP, when
constituted by welding as the large-sized structure, the WJP construction in the atmosphere is next to

impossible.

[0014] In such a case, shot peening of a formula must be performed the annealing processing using a
heating furnace, and conventionally which makes a shot collide.

[0015] Although using the high-speed water jet in the atmosphere directly is also considered to the

structure in the atmosphere, since the jet is extracted in the shape of a beam as mentioned above, the

problem of being easy to cause erosion-corrosion is on a structure front face.

[0016] If a jet is extended like spraying, the collision energy of a jet ofwhat is lost will be written and
decreased. Moreover, since the noise of the RF by collision occurs and displeasure is given to an
operator when based on the collision of such an air Nakamizu jet, it cannot be said on a work
environment that it is desirable. Moreover, in the jet in the atmosphere, in order to make a water jet

collide comparatively at high speed, a droplet scatters violently by collision.

[0017] Therefore, the special Myst catcher and a water treatment facility are needed. Furthermore,
compared with the case where a cavitation jet is used, a high injection pressure is needed. That is, since

more highly efficient high pressure pumping will be used, it becomes disadvantageous about
construction cost.

[0018] such a problem - receiving - artificial - being local (for example, nose of cam of a nozzle) - if

"underwater environment" is made and the jet accompanied by intense KYABITEYON is realized, it

will become possible like underwater construction to produce the effect of processing of WJP, and it

will be thought that the use of processing ofWJP is also expanded sharply

[0019] The purpose of this invention is to offer the technology which enables water jet peening
construction which uses cavitation in the structure in the atmosphere under such a viewpoint.

[0020]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to apply the high-speed water jet accompanied by cavitation to

the peening and washing of the steel materials in the atmosphere, or the various surface treatment work
which were called trimming, the following meanses are adopted in this invention.

[0021] In order to realize artificially the high-speed water jet accompanied by cavitation, while injecting

a high-speed water jet into a cup [ which was attached at the nose of cam of a nozzle
] type container (jet

covering), into this container, a low-speed stream is supplied from another water system!

[0022] thus, if it carries out, a high-speed water jet will be injected into the low-speed stream in a
container --********-- the inside of the atmosphere - also setting - a nozzle - in a point, an
underwater high-speed water jet will be made very much
[0023] Opening of the nose of cam of this jet covering is carried out, and as the opening edge leaves the

field for processing, and few crevices, it positions a nozzle. From this crevice, the mixed water of the
high-speed water jet and low-speed stream which participated in processing spouts, the nozzle jet which
a high-speed water jet spouts - the outlet of a hole, the distance between the fields for processing, and
the so-called mating-standoff (Stand-off) distance x (s) maintain processing efficiency as much as

possible, and they are maintained at proper conditions so that surface damages, such as erosion, may not
arise further

[0024] Therefore, the length of the above-mentioned jet covering is selected based on this optimal
mating-standoff distance, this optimal mating-standoff distance x - jet of a high-speed water jet ~ a hole
- when a diameter is set to D (j), it exists in the following conditions

[0025] What is necessary is only for the part equivalent to the crevice between processing objects to be
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shorter what minute, and just to set up the length of 80<x(s) / D(j) <130 jet covering rather than the

conditions of this mating-standoff distance.

[0026] in addition, the jet which injects a high-speed water jet -- in the case of the multi-nozzle which
prepares many holes, supply of a low-speed stream is not needed especially into jet covering That is, it

is good only by making it equip with jet covering at the nose of cam of a multi-nozzle. It is because a lot

of water is supplied in jet covering, water is [ this
]
fully full of the interior and an underwater high-

speed water jet is realized.

[0027]

[Function] If a high-speed water jet is injected in the stream (this serves as the so-called "circumference"

stream) ofjet covering attached at the nose of cam of a nozzle, the water jet accompanied by intense

cavitation will be made [ in jet covering ].

[0028] This water jet collides with the front face of a processing object, and a shock pulse generates it

by high frequency on the front face of a processing object by decay of the abundant cavitation foam of a
number. A repeat operation of this shock pulse has the same effect as shot peening which uses a shot

(shot), the crystal grain of a processing object surface crushes and deforms plastically, and a surface

stress state improves in the compression direction from ****. The circumference stream of the low
speed which flows the inside ofjet covering, and the water jet which collided to the processing object

are emitted to a radial into the atmosphere from a jet covering nose of cam and the crevice between
processing objects.

[0029]

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained based on a drawing.

[0030] Drawing 1 shows an example of the cavitation jet nozzle which materialized this invention, and
shows the structure of the nozzle which makes an underwater water jet artificially in the atmosphere as a

cross section.

[0031] the nozzle body 101 which injects high-pressure.water 102 ~ the high-pressure water feeder

current way 103, the path contraction section (extracting section) 105, and jet ~ a hole 106 - the nozzle

medial-axis 104 top - connecting ~ opening - carrying out -- **** - high-pressure water 102 - jet - it

is injected from a hole 106

[0032] the nose of cam of a nozzle body 101 ~ the path - jet - the jet covering 107 of a cone made
larger enough than the bore of a hole 106 is installed bore D (c) in this jet covering 107 - jet - it

considers as at least 10 or more times of path [ of a hole 106 ] D (j), and is made for the cavitation

generated in the jet not to collide with the wall of the jet covering 107

[0033] Into this jet covering 107, the circim\fej£n^^ the low voltage forceJedin another

system is supplied in high-pressure waterJ02. this circumference water 1 10 - the inside of the jet

covering 107 - setting - jet ~ it becomes circumference water 1 10 to the water jet injected from a hole
106 ~

[0034] thus, the inside of the circumference water 1 10 in the jet covering 107 ~ high-pressure water 102
- jet - it is injected from a hole 106 and an underwater water jet is realized in the nose ofcam of a

nozzle The configuration of the jet covering 107 and the jet covering 107 in the connection of a nozzle

body 101 serves as an approximate circle pyramis with the large degree of angle of divergence.

[0035] The circumference water supply adapter ,108 to which circumference water is led has connected
with the side of an approximate circle pyramis. The main part of the jet covering 1-07 linked to this

approximate circle pyramis is a small approximate circlejg^pmis-Cclose to a cylindrical shape) of angle-

of-divergence (for the first time in [ a piece ]) theta (f). In addition, the shape of this bodily shape of this

jet covering 1^07jpay-be>axyJindricaLshape.

[0036] mating-standoff distance, i.e., jet, - the distance x between the outlet of a hole 106, and the front

face of the processing object 1 12 (s) - jet - using the bore of a hole 106 as D Q), it sets up so that it may
become the range of 80<x(s) / D(j) <130 jet - what is necessary is just to select the mating-standoff

distance x (s) so that it may be set to 80-130mm if the bore of a hole 106 is 1mm
[0037] Based on this condition, the length of the jet shaft orientations of the jet covering 107 is selected.

Although the distance between the outlet nose ofcam of the jet covering 107 and the front face of the
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processing object 1 12, i.e., length [ of a crevice 111] delta, (c) is based also on construction conditions,

it sets up so that it may be set to l-3mm.

[0038] WhenJength [ of a crevice_lll 1 delta (c) is too small, the water pressure in the jet covering 107

rises_and it becomes impossible to make a cavitationjet well in the jet covering 107.

[0039] When length [ of a crevice ] delta (c) is too large, the water which is made full flows out of the

jet covering 107, the cavernous section arises to the jet covering 107, and it becomes impossible on the

other hand, to realize a cavitation jet also in this case,_1 09 [ in addition, ] in drawing a circumference

water supply pipe and 1 13 - gaseous-phase atmosphere, such as the atmosphere, and Ql The amount of

high-pressure water jet, and Q2 circumference water - it is amount of water [ for example, ]

[0040] Drawing 2 shows other examples of a cavitation jet nozzle.

[0041] in this case, jet of plurality [ nozzle body / 121 ]
-- the hole 124 is carrying out opening and high-

pressure water 122 is injected from here The jet covering 127 is attached in the nozzle body 121.

[0042] Unlike the example shown in drawing 1 , in this example, low-pressure circumference water is

not supplied into the jet covering 127. the jet which carried out opening - since a lot of high-pressure
water 122 is injected from a hole 124, unless the nose of cam of the jet covering 127 and the front face

of the processing object 129 separate too much (i.e., unless length [ of a crevice 128 ] delta (c) is too

large), in the jet covering 127, water is full, and the environment as the so-called "circumference water"

is ready

[0043] thus, the circumference underwater in the jet covering 127 - jet ~ two or more high-speed water

jets are injected from a hole 124, and each serves as an underwater water jet accompanied by intense

cavitation

[0044] This example is suitable for peening construction of comparatively large-sized steel materials.

Degree [ of the main part of the jet covering 127 ] of angle of divergence (for the first time in [ a piece ])

theta (f) is set up more greatly than the example of drawing 1 . moreover, this angle theta (f) — theta(f)

>theta(n)+7 degree ~ carrying out - jet - it is supposed that it is a little larger than spread angle [ of a
hole 124 ] theta (n) What is necessary is just to make theta (f) into about 18-22 degrees, in considering

as theta(n) =10 degree.

[0045] Also in this example, the setting criteria of the mating-standoff distance x (s) are the same as it of
the example shown in drawing 1 .

[0046] in addition, drawing 2 - setting - 123 - a high-pressure water feeder current way and 125 - the

medial axis of a nozzle body, and 126 - jet - the medial axis of a hole and 130 are gaseous-phase

atmosphere (for example, atmosphere)

[0047] Drawing 3 shows the supply system of the water in the example shown in drawing 1 .

[0048] The use water 206 in a water tank 205 is pumped up from theJow^voltage pump 212 and high
pressure pumping^Og, and is fed into the jet coveringjipi and a nozzle body 200 as circumference
water and an objecTfor high-pressure water jet, respectively.

"

[0049] Each amount of water is controlled by a setup and the discharge-pressure adjustment mechanisms
209 and 213 of the rotational frequency of a pump etc. A filter removes a solid foreign matter from the

use water 206 for peening construction as much as possible, jet of a seal mechanism [ in / the

pressurization section of high pressure pumping 208 / in this ], or a nozzle « it is because a blemish will

be given to a hole

[0050] In addition, for a rebound-phenomenon jet and 207, as for a high-pressure water supply line and
21 1, in drawing 3 , a water absorption line and 210 are [ the underwater water jet accompanied by
cavitation in 202, and 203 / a processing object and 204 / a water absorption line and 214 ] low voltage

water supply lines.

[0051] Drawing 4 shows typically the phenomenon in the cavitationjet nozzle which materialized this

invention.

[0052] The nozzle which shows structure to drawing 1 has been taken as an example. Into the jet

covering 303, the circumference water 305 which is low voltage water is led througtLtk^circuWerence
.waj^up^l)^ipe304, and water is full in the jet covering 303. the jefwhich carries out opening in the

center of a nozzle body 301 into this circumference water 305 - if high-pressure water 302 is injected
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from a hole at high speed, the underwater water jet 306 accompanied by intense cavitation will generate

The circular vortex style 307 arises between the wall of the jet covering 303, and the underwater water

jet 306 accompanied by intense cavitation.

[0053] In the style of [ this / 307 ] a circular vortex, there is an operation which makes an underwater

cellular nucleus recycle, and the cavitation produced in the underwater water jet 306 fully progresses,

and comes to do strong influence to material at the same time it gives disorder to the underwater water

jet 306.

[0054] Thus, though a nozzle is put on the environment in the atmosphere, the underwater water jet 306
accompanied by [ in / a nose of cam / very ] intense cavitation of a nozzle is realized.

[0055] If the underwater water jet 306 accompanied by intense cavitation collides with the field 308 for

processing, an abundant number of cavitation foams will collapse and a shock pressure will occur: The
crystal grain of the surface of the field 308 for processing will be crushed by operation of this shock

pressure, and will be made and deformed plastically by it, and surface residual stress wilHmprove in the

compression direction from .****.

[0056] Thus, the water (that with which the underwater water jet 3.06 accompanied by as intense

cavitation as circumference water 305 mixed this water) which the peening operation ended is emitted as

a rebound-phenomenon jet 309 from the crevice 310 between the jet covering 303 and the field 308 for

processing.
1

[0057] Drawing 5 and drawing 6 show an example which shows the state where water is emitted from
the crevice 406 between the jet covering 401 and the processing object 405.

[0058] To the circumferencial direction of the jet covering 401 of a cylindrical shape, the crevice 406
formed between the point of the jet covering 401 and the processing object 405 is simultaneously

regularity, and the rebound-phenomenon jet 404 after a peening blows off to Mr. abbreviation 1 to a

circumferencial direction. As shown in this drawing, when the processing object 405 is a vertical plane,

the rebound-phenomenon jet 404 tends to incline a little below by operation of gravity.

[0059] In addition, in drawing 5 and drawing 6 , 402 is high-pressure water and 403 is circumference
water.

[0060] The example shown in drawing 7 and drawing 8 tends to make it emit artificially below the

rebound-phenomenon jet which blows off from the jet covering 501, and as shown in drawing 7 , it is

cutting the point of the jet covering 501 aslant.

[0061] In the nose ofcam of the jet covering 501, water is emitted in large quantities from the portion

504 to which the crevice was expanded (506).

[0062] There is little amount of water (507) emitted on the other hand from the portion 505 which
narrowed the crevice, and the influence of the water which blows off from a nozzle upwards is small

relatively. If it does in this way, it will also become possible to collect alternatively the water which
flows out below during peening construction through a suction duct etc. In addition, as for high-pressure

water and 503, 502 in drawing is [ circumference water and 508 ] processing objects.

[0063] Next, the result investigated by the pressure-sensitive film method and the collision erosion-

corrosion method is described about the impact-pressure property of the underwater water jet produced
by the above operations in cylinder container [ which was attached at the nose of cam of a nozzle ] type
jet covering.

[0064] mating-standoff distance x(s) D[ f] (j) [ which dimensionless-ized drawing 9 - the mating-
standoff distance whose x (s) is the distance of a nozzle nose ofcam and the field for processing, and D
0) are an impact pressure to jet aperture] of a nozzle, and an example which shows the deformation
pattern of Psh

[0065] The impact pressure Psh here is measured by installing the pressure-sensitive film 624 in parallel

with the cavitation jet 623, as shown in drawing 10 . The medial axis 625 of a jet and the distance

between the pressure-sensitive films 624 are 5mm. The space impact pressure of a jet serves as a
distribution which has two peaks along the direction of mating-standoff distance, i.e., the shaft

orientations of a jet.

[0066] At the 1st peak near a nozzle 621, the configuration of a peak is sharp, and the range of mating-
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standoff distance is also narrow. On the other hand, at the 2nd peak of the impact pressure which is

down-stream, the configuration of a peak is also gently-sloping covering a broad mating-standoff

distance.

[0067] In addition, as for high-pressure water and 626, in drawing 10 , 622 in drawing is [ circumference

water and 627 ] jet coverings.

[0068] Drawing 1

1

is summarized by the relation with mating-standoff distance x/D which
dimensionless-ized mass loss deltam according the erosion-corrosion property of material to erosion-

corrosion, and is expressed as a pattern of mass loss.

[0069] This experiment was conducted by making the cavitation jet 644 collide to a test piece 645

continuously in the atmosphere, as shown in drawing 12 . mass loss deltam - jet of a nozzle ~ it is alike,

it follows and increases quickly, and after [ which separates from a hole
] reaching a peak in x<=25, it

decreases rapidly

[0070] Mating-standoff distance x/D to which mass loss deltam reaches a peak is close to x/D of the 1st

peak in the impact-pressure distribution ( drawing 9 ) measured with the pressure-sensitive film 624.

[0071] On the other hand, the 2nd peak which appeared clearly in the impact-pressure distribution of
drawing 9 does not exist in the erosion-corrosion curve of deltam-x/D.

[0072] Therefore, in an underwater water jet, when the 1st peak is used, in the case of the 2nd peak, the

impact pressure of a jet can be effectively used to there being a danger of causing intense erosion-

corrosion, without causing erosion-corrosion. What is necessary is in short, just to use the mating-

standoff distance of the 2nd peak in peening processing of a residual-stress improvement etc.

[0073] Thus, the optimal mating-standoff distance for peening processing is set up, and, as for mating-

standoff distance, the jet covering 107 to which structure was shown in drawing 1 and drawing 2 and [x

[ jet ] (s) is written in these drawings], or the shaft-orientations length of 127 is determined. If the shaft-

orientations length of the optimal mating-standoff distance x (s) and the jet covering 107,127 is decided,

the outlet nose ofcam of the jet covering 107,127 and the distance between processing objects, i.e.,

length [ of a crevice ] delta, (c) will be decided.

[0074] Drawing 13 measures the residual stress before and behind construction by the peening method
in the atmosphere concerning this invention, and shows the example which checked the effect by the

peening.

[0075] The number which dimensionless-ized level of the **** direction residual stress before peening

construction was set to -1, and the value of residual stress was expressed on the basis of this.

[0076] Before construction, it turns out that the residual stress which was the **** direction has been
improved in the compression direction after peening construction.

[0077] As mentioned above, it became clear by materializing this invention that the residual stress of
steel materials is sharply improvable in the atmosphere.

[0078] The application range is sharply expanded by the bird clapper possible by the peening which uses

cavitation into the atmosphere by this invention.

[0079] generally, heat is not applied in a surface stress improvement, that is, the low temperature

treatment without the transformation of a metal texture is alike and more desirable Utilization of this

invention is advantageous also from this point, and it can apply also to the surface stress improvement of
the pressure-part material of a boiler.

[0080] In addition, this invention can be applied to surface washing, affix removal (descaling), surface-

finish processing (polishing), or underwater **** (submerged drilling).

[0081]

[Effect of the Invention] It is as follows when the effect by this invention is summarized.

[0082] (1) Peening processing using the intense cavitation phenomenon generated in an underwater
high-speed water jet is attained in the atmosphere or special-gas atmosphere. Therefore, the residual

stress of various welded structures under the usual atmosphere can be equally improved now good with
underwater water jet peening construction. That is, the use of peening processing using a water jet will

be expanded.

[0083] (2) Although connected with the above-mentioned effect (1), since it becomes the work in the
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atmosphere, the working capacity at the time of construction improves remarkably. Since construction

time is shortened and a work man day is also reduced, construction cost is sharply reducible. Moreover,

a special tank also becomes unnecessary.

[0084] (3) In the nose of cam of a nozzle, in order to prepare a cup type container and to make small

underwater environment, the noise level produced in case it collides from a nozzle to blowing and a

processing object can be written and reduced compared with the water jet utilization time in the

atmosphere. This contributes to an improvement of a work environment.

[0085] (4) Generation of the droplet from a jet which collides to a processing object decreases sharply as

compared with the water jet utilization time in the atmosphere. Therefore, the special Myst catcher

becomes unnecessary and the sewage treatment method at the time of processing also becomes easy.

[Translation done.] .
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